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THE PROBLEM OF TRANSLATING

i v rci, ahroi, dipari
IN ROMANS 3:25a
P. RICHARDCHOI
Andrews University

There is a common consensus among commentators that Rom 3:25a
refers to the sacrificial significance of the Cross. Although there is no
most commentators
consensus on how to translate the term 13Lclat-ilp~ov,
agree that the term at least refers to "the mercy seat" of the 0 T . l Yet this
exegetical nuance is rarely reflected in translation. The purpose of this
study is to show that the bulk of the problem lies with the translation of
&v r@ atroc atiparr. The normal translations given are "in his blood"' or
"by his
or "by means of his
"by shedding his
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and "through his b l ~ o d . "The
~ problem is that none of these translations
allows h a r i p LOV to be rendered as "the mercy seat."' For example, "the
mercy seat in his blood," "the mercy seat by means of his blood," or "the
mercy seat through his blood" are all awkward. This problem, among
other things, has forced translators into rendering iharfiprov in a variety
of ways: "the means of expiating sin by his sacrificial deathn8; "a
reconciling sacrificen9;and "sacrifice for recon~iliation."~~
The choice
between "expiation"11and "propitiation"12has led to a heated discussion
about which of the two is correct," and to the NRSV's compromise: "a
sacrificial atonement." In my opinion, the problem lies with iv TQ ahoC
d p a t L rather than ihaarfip~ov.One further problem is &L& [rfjc] a i a r c o ~ ,
which intervenes between ihaarfip~ovand iv T ahoC a'iwr~.14It is
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unclear what to do with 61& [rfi~]
aiorcog. It is commonly accepted as a
parenthetical insertion into a pre-Pauline fragment.15 Yet this is very
difficult to convey in a translation. So most translators have fallen back
to the rendering "by faith" or "through faithf~lness."~~
In either case, it
hinders a smooth translation of the verse and does not connect
meaningfully either to ikoriprov or to t v r 3 ah06 diparr.17
All this can be solved by translating i v rQ aGtoi, a'ipazr as "with his
blood." The resultant translation would go like this: "whom God set forth
as the mercy seat . . . with his blood (upon it)."'* In other words, the
prepositional phrase would be taken as describing "attendant
circumstances" or "accompaniment," which is how C.F.D. Moule
categorizes it.19 This would allow Lkoriprov to be translated as "the
mercy seat," which most commentators agree it means. Also,' rendering
i k a z ~ p ~ o literally
v
as "mercy seat," rather than "expiation" or
"propitiation," has the added advantage of preserving the Jewish quality
of this fragment in a translation. Accordingly, the rendition "with his
blood" would mean that we translate 61& [rfic]n i o r ~ o cas "through (his)
(covenant) faithfulness," which is also in keeping with the fragment's
Jewish character. The verse would then be translated as follows: "whom God
set forth as the mercy seat through his faithfulness, with his blood upon it."
This translation would give us a window into how the first Chriqians came
to see the salvific significance of the Cross: they recognized an open sanctuary
with its inner veil pulled apart, exposingthe mercy seat with the fresh blood
of the Covenant Maker thrown upon it.
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